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introduction
“A person who deserves my loyalty receives it.”
– Joyce Maynard
There is a Renaissance coming in terms of Brand Loyalty (“Big L”) and the
associated Loyalty Programs that look to translate consumers’ sense of aﬃliation
with a brand into wallet share capture and even category dominance. At least, that
is according to retail and loyalty marketing executive Bryan Pearson who sees this
post-COVID19 period as foretelling future marketplace innovations in this space.
How well brands respond to and anticipate customers’ needs now, and
immediately adjust to changes in spending patterns, willingness to travel,
assemble in indoor spaces, be among crowds, and engage in daily activities that
used to be routine may very well reshape the Loyalty landscape and trigger new
opportunities for competitive advantage.
During this C19 era, customers have moved even more towards remote
experiences and so the digital enablement of the customer experience (e.g.
contactless carry-out) and other low-contact experiences (e.g., curbside pickup) has
accelerated and been prioritized. Those brands able to migrate more quickly to
digital and low-contact physical solutions will likely be rewarded for it. What
customers value and are willing to spend on has also been reprioritized, requiring
within the experience a fresh outlook on merchandising.
The starting point to deciding where to take the C19 world customer experience is
customer insight and data. The most evolved Loyalty Programs bring high levels of
sophistication to gaining a deep understanding of customer behavior, down to the
transaction and SKU level. They are expert at applying insights to behavioral
segmentation that sets the foundation for precise personalization and
customization of oﬀers – including messaging, deals, perqs or whatever else is
found to motivate the desired next step by the customer.

But as many companies look to expand the use of these highly- developed
behavior-based analytics beyond their Loyalty Programs, to how they drive
broader customer experience, we ﬁnd many are being caught oﬀ-guard by:
1. A lack of data and technology infrastructure and skills necessary to adopt
these practices on a widespread basis across the business, particularly to
advance the customer experience.
2. Widening gaps between their Loyalty Programs as they have existed and
produced results, and where customer and partner expectations are
heading (now at an accelerated pace) making it diﬃcult to keep up with
new, complex demands.
This led us to think about the alignment of systems, channels, deliberate holistic
experience design and perspective between a Brand’s overall CX and the CX within
their Loyalty Program.
At TribeCX we’ve discussed these topics with over 70 CX leaders worldwide since
the C19 pandemic began. Additionally, we reached out to some recognized experts
(past & present) in the Loyalty/ Rewards Program space to get their thoughts. What
we found was a mutual opportunity for CX leaders and Loyalty Programs leaders
to learn from each other, to help their businesses transform and keep pace with
customer and market realities.
More important, our recommendation is that they should work together, and
leverage their respective strengths. Loyalty Programs can gain from the outside-in
and end-to-end perspective on the customer experience. CX teams can beneﬁt
from bringing over Loyalty Program practices around the use of data to reward
customers and , strengthen the ROI of customer experience eﬀorts.
Both CX and Loyalty can bring their perspectives together to increase Big L Brand
Loyalty, support the accelerated shift to digital by both customers and partners,
and be better ﬁt for other changes in the market as the competitive environment
heats up.

Figure A (below) highlights some key diﬀerences between how CX and Loyalty
teams we’ve studied tend to approach their respective goals. There are other
dimensions to compare, but for this feature, we were struck by some intersecting
opportunities or challenges that have heightened focus in the current, evolving
customer landscape.

Customer Experience

Loyalty Programs

Perspective

Outside-In: CX starts with the
customer in mind. They seek to
understand their overall journey,
their needs, emotions and
expectations and how to best
anticipate and meet those needs

Outside-In: Loyalty programs
look to optimize the observed
transactional and behavioral
data at a segment level to drive
ﬁnancial performance, thus
building a valuable asset for the
company.

Systems

Requires a broad-based
integration of data horizontally
accross the customer journey,
often housed in diﬀerent
functional areas of the company

Often built on the objective of
managing the rewards ecosystem
(including partners) and the
customer’s behavior inside of (or
with respect to) the program, i.e.,
a self-contained platform

Notable Challenge

Tying CX to ﬁnancial performance

Overemphasis on Rewards versus
Recognition and Relevance

Loyalty Focus

Big L - Emotional ties to the brand

Little L - programmatic and oﬀer
based retention and spend

Figure A
We oﬀer four recommendations for Loyalty Program and CX leadership teams to
combine their talents and perspectives towards strengthening Big L Loyalty,
Loyalty Program performance, and customer experience for competitive
advantage and improved performance.

Consider how your Loyalty Program can be a risk
mitigant, as customers’ relationship and experience
with your brand changes, e.g., as they migrate from
physical to digital or distant channels.
• Reexamine your assumptions about customer behavior. Remote shopping and
work from home are driving greater and new uses of digital channels across
segments. Many of these new behaviors will become habits. What your data was
telling you last year may no longer be relevant.
• Learn from how Loyalty Program digital communications and updated earn and
burn opportunities have advanced since the start of the pandemic. Extend the
resulting experience learnings to the broader CX eﬀorts. If you’re treating your
customers diﬀerently inside your Loyalty Program than you are beyond it, you’re
sending a mixed message and signalling that you do not understand your customers.

CX leaders must apply behavior-based insights and
data to connect CX design to behavior change and
financial outcomes.
• CX teams are often challenged to connect their programs and investment
recommendations to concrete ﬁnancial impacts that a CFO is willing to book into
the annual plan. Strong Loyalty Programs precisely connect their decisions to
business results. CX teams should borrow from the Loyalty Program playbook
the methods for tying and predicting customer segment behavior to business
results based on the experience theyare delivering.

• CX teams adopting behavior-based segmentation and analytics should be
seeking to understand how to advance the experience in ways that deliver on
customer expectations and move key business levers. Especially in digital
channels robust test-and-learn plans should be ongoing: prototype new
experience elements, test them with your target segments, read the impact on
behaviors that move loyalty and ﬁnancial levers, reﬁne, and continue to iterate.

"This discipline will push CX teams to also look at
what is happening at the consumer/individual level,
where their eﬀorts have real leverage, and not just
sales which are diﬃcult at the macro- level for a CX
team to aﬀect."

CX Leaders should adopt a segment-based approach
to journey maps, enhancing demographics and
psychographics with behavioral data that will
connect to profitability and potential.
· Psychographic or demographically based personae are problematic because
they do not tie easily to ﬁnancial impact. Loyalty Programs map to behavioral
segments. Integrating behavioral segmentation into journey mapping will enable
CX teams to measure the incremental beneﬁts of their eﬀorts as they aﬀect
ﬁnancial performance, and more closely align with customer expectations. In a
resource-constrained environment this will be more and more essential.
• Lever your Rewards Program to bring your customers back to your brand in this
new normal – especially as the competitive environment is ramping up again. The
winners will be those that listen to and attend to their customers’ changing needs.

Loyalty program and CX philosophies must both
focus on all 3 R’s – Reward, Recognition, and
Relevance – defined by the needs and expectations
of the Brand’s target segments.
• Loyalty Programs sometimes get stuck in focusing on Rewards as the primary
motivator for customers. Customers are looking for the more tailored or
personalized experience enabled by also focusing on Recognition and Relevance.
• CX demands that both the overall customer experience recognizes the customer,
where they are in their journey and then provides Relevant content (including
rewards) to build BIG L “Loyalty”. This includes understanding their experience
within marketing (i.e., Loyalty) Programs.

Conclusion
“You don’t earn loyalty in a day. You earn
loyalty day-by-day.”
– Jeﬀrey Gitomer
Across sectors, experts share with us and we observe directly that the CX teams
are driven ﬁrst by a focus on the needs of the customer (outside-in) in their
end-to-end relationship with the Brand. Their Loyalty Program counterparts are
focused ﬁrst and foremost on optimizing the rewards program (inside-out). The
marriage of these two disciplines partnering together to drive a consistent
experience throughout the customer journey could pay big dividends, both in Big
“L” Loyalty and in the performance of little “l” Loyalty Programs and other
marketing eﬀorts aimed at customer retention, repeat purchasing and referrals.

Stop Press!
At TribeCX, we have built a mapping tool that we are now oﬀering for FREE as
organizations seek to embark on those critical “Do Now”, “Do Next”, “Do Later”
lists of priorities. We have already begun to build components into the Mapping
Tool to address the COVID risk elements. We’d love for you to leverage this tool
so we can not only aid in building and documenting your new CX journey, but
also to enhance the robustness with your input of our own tool from which
others will beneﬁt.

To contact us, please go to

www.tribecx.com
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